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ABSTRACT

Purpose: Robot researchers need the simulator to test their functions and algorithm before
implementing into the real Robot. When we search for a good simulator, a customizable Robot
simulator is not available to the researcher. Some good options are available in the market, but
their price is too high, not affordable. After much research, we found a better solution around
all aspects, fully customizable and entirely free of cost. There are two sides. One is a 3D view
of robotics ARM, and another is a joint controller of robotics ARM. For 3D simulation,
CoppeliaSim is the best option. It is free of cost and Open Source. The C# language is becoming
famous for its managed code structure and ease of implementation. Our Robot controller is in
the C# language. Microsoft visual studio is the best IDE to control the simulator. It is an
unparallel IDE for the programmer. In the CoppeliaSim little bit, Lua script is in associated
functions. For Communication Between the CoppeliaSim and our application, we will use
the Remote API Framework.
Design/Methodology/Approach: Here we are using the prebuild robot model of CoppeliaSim
IDE (Integrated Development Environment) to save the time and attach Lua scripts associated
with robot object. From Visual studio IDE we control the Virtual Robot through TCP/IP socket
object. Using GUI (Graphical User Interface) we send the command to the robot.
Findings/Result: The researcher who is developing robotics arm, is required the vast
knowledge of position and rotation of different joints. Changing the joint value using the GUI
element, we can observe the various robot pose. The researcher can proceed further Sending
the multiple sequential command. Thus, we can simulate industrial process automation.
Originality/Value: Using both CoppeliaSim and visual studio IDE can create a better
environment for our robotics research.
Paper Type: Simulation.
Keywords: Robot IDE, Robot Simulator, Robot Programming, 3D simulator.
1. INTRODUCTION :
Our current trend is to use robots in the industry as well as in the domestic field. From morning till at
night, directly or indirectly gets the facility of robots. Various types of Robots we use according to our
different purpose. Mobile Robot is used for transportation like food delivery, and the crewless vehicle
is used in the industry production pipeline. Non-mobile Robot is a robotics arm that has a certain degree
of freedom. A six degree of freedom robot is generally used in industry for various activities. It is also
used for car painting, welding, pick and place, packaging, and many more. Every robot development is
required an integrated development environment where the researcher can develop and test their
algorithm. Nevertheless, flexible ide is not readily available. In a developing country like India,
researchers whose financial strength is low did not get sufficient funds quickly to continue their
research. To obtain excellent and reliable results, need lots of hardware. For software perspective, most
of the time, researcher finds free or Opensource Robot Simulator for their experiments.
Here we introduce a good simulator for robotics research. The name of the simulator is CoppeliaSim
from the creator of Vrep. It is an opensource and completely free. It has a lot of prebuilds industrial
robots, and anyone can try them quickly. The researcher can also build and test their Robot. It has one
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drawback. It is not a good debugger. To obtain the debugging solution, we use another good IDE from
Microsoft Visual Studio. It is also Free for community edition, which is sufficient for us. Our backbone
of the Communication between CoppeliaSim and Visual Studio is TCP/IP socket 6000. When the
simulator runs, a server socket creates and waits for a command from the client. The robots do not start
any movement until they do not interact through the User Interface of the visual studio application. For
six joints, there are six sliders. Each slider value shows into the corresponding textbox. When the user
changes any joint angle through the slider or typing in the textbox, the joints value sends to the simulator
within the one-millisecond interval. The simulator sends an acknowledgment upon command reception.
Receiving the command from the client, the server purse it and trigger the corresponding actuator.
2. RELATED WORKS :
Boris Bogaerts et al., in their paper, demonstrates the Communication between CoppeliaSim and VR
environment. A video is rendering with the VR Interface application renders in CoppeliaSim. They
created a separate application for the VR rendering, instead of integrating them into the simulator, to
guarantee a consistent and fast framerate of the VR visualization, even when the simulator's simulation
speed is inconsistent. In the CoppeliaSim, they used LUA script, and no external world communicated
they created. They developed a module. It was not clear which software they used. Also lack of
experiment procedures so the other researcher can recreate their experiment [1].
Saharsh Oswal and D Saravanakumar, in their paper "Line following robots on factory floors:
Significance and Simulation study using CoppeliaSim," presents the design, assembly, and dynamic
simulation of a line following integrated with a proximity sensor for collision avoidance and vision
sensors for line tracking. They use the native Lua script in the simulator environment. Their experiments
are appliable for mobile Robots. It is not used IK chain, which needed most of the industrial
environment. Moreover, their experiments have not remote Communication where we can implement
our debug IDE. Also, there is some scope to improve the debugging. It would be better to communicate
with Robot through socket communication and debug the robots most comfortably [2].
Tamir Blum et al. have developed a reinforcement learning (RL) platform which was made in a modular
way to allow for sharing and collaboration, to be straightforward to use and simple to build upon; there
are many hurdles doing research challenging for robotic space applications using RL and machine
learning, mainly due to insufficient resources for traditional robotics simulators like CoppeliaSim. Their
solution to this is an open-source modular platform called Reinforcement Learning that simplifies and
accelerates RL's application to the space robotics research field. Lack of their experiments is, no proper
documentation to the researcher on code structure or not given module details [3].
Marc Freese et al., their experiments allow the user to pick from them as requires or as best for a given
simulation. Moreover, special care has been given to develop those functionalities in a balanced manner,
giving each one the same amount of attention as one would do in a real robotic system. Control is
distributed and based on an unlimited number of scripts directly associated or attached to scene objects.
We did not find any best way to debug the code because debug is one prime concern to the programmer
for critical issues findings [4].
3. OBJECTIVES :
The objective of the research works are:
 To find a better IDE for our robotics research.
 Introduce C# language for robotics control and automation field, which has a useful
framework.
 Demonstration of forward kinematics in a straightforward manner to the researcher.
 Find out a reliable, robust communication channel for Robot Control.
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4. METHODOLOGY :

Fig. 1 : The block diagram of Data flow architecture
In the Fig. 1 depicts the complete architecture of our research work. The left portion is for control and
debug, and the right side is for the CoppeliaSim part. Two application is required for our experiment.
One is CoppeliaSim, and the other is Microsoft visual studio. CoppeliaSim can be download from
https://www.coppeliarobotics.com/downloads. And for, visual studio downloads community edition
from https://visualstudio.microsoft.com/downloads/.
Open the CoppeliaSim. From file menu open the scene which is located at C:\Program
Files\CoppeliaRobotics\CoppeliaSimEdu\scenes\ik_fk_simple_examples. Furthermore, it is now time
to attach the below script associated with the functions.

Fig. 2: The code to purse of receive packet from remote client.
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Fig. 3: The code to purse of receive packet from remote client.
After writing the code, if we press the run button, the system will not do anything. We will start now
another side pending task. Open Microsoft Visual Studio 2019. Create a Windows Desktop Application
and language as C#. Design the user interface like this. Double click the start button. It will navigate
the associated function. We Create a TCP socket using port 6000. A status flag will indicate connection
successfully, then send the data as below format. If the joint angle change, we can see the reflection in
the simulator.
<FK#j1=12.45, J2=33.25, J3=56.23, J4=78.25, J5=45.22, J6=0.00>

Fig. 4: The user interface to change the joints value.
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Fig. 5: The built-in robot for our research work.
5. FLOW DIAGRAM :

Fig. 6: The process flow diagram
Now we can look at our flow diagram. We must start the CoppeliaSim before our dot net application
run. After our application starts, the system has initialized some components. Then The robot object is
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configured to start the operation. After initializing the robotics object, start a timer with a 1millisecond
interval. It checks any user interaction that happens in 1 millisecond. If no user input is found, no action
is taken, change the slider value. The system detects the user input then it starts to prepare the packet to
send through the transmit socket.
After Making the packet ready, the application starts connecting with Robot through inter-process
Communication via socket. If successful Communication happens, the simulator receives the command
and processes it. Pursing the joint angles triggers the motor to the Robot and sends response data to our
application. If the application was not received with five milliseconds, a timeout occurred and again
attempted to execute the operation. After receiving the application's response, it purses and places it
into the respective message box. After completing the one execution, again, it starts to receive attention
from the user input.
We have some scope to use this type of Communication. Using socket communication, it can be
possible to use a different system. In that scenario, we need two computers. We have to run the Robot
simulator on another machine, and we can run our application. Before starting our application, the robot
simulator should run first. Then our application starts. If unable to communicate application, an
exception occurred, and an error message should display in the message box. If we use a communication
medium as the internet, we can test this experiment around the glove. If one system in the USA and our
application runs in India, it will run without an issue. We network latency may occur. In that case, an
IP field has to be entered of remote pc IP where our robot simulator is running.
6. RECOMMENDATIONS :
After completing the task and observing all factors, we can recommend for robotics researcher who can
execute the accurate result and get the system's best performance. The below steps to follow:
 The first step selects a suitable robot for our needs.
 Write script into the simulator.
 Write code into visual studio.
 First, run the simulator, then run the visual studio.
 Debug the process. Can set breakpoints where we desired and check the variable value.
 For sensor input, connect the sensor as a serial port. Create serial object and write associated
action for that.
 Test the functions and algorithm in the simulator before implementing them into the real Robot.
Otherwise, within a second, a robot can damage property and life. So, the unwritten truth is
that we should always test the algorithm before update the firmware.
 For code found in the link: https://github.com/sudipchakraborty/Forward-KinematicsDemonstration-Using-CoppeliaSim-and-C7. CONCLUSION :
Robotics experiments in the virtual environment are becoming popular. Many robotics researchers are
working on virtual environments their proof of concept (POC) experiments worldwide. There are
several causes for this popularity. First, the cost of the practical experiment is too high. Individual
researchers cannot afford that much money. An expert should guide the experiment. Otherwise, it can
damage property and life too. In the virtual experiment, all the above cause is nullified. So, it is rapidly
grasping by robotics researchers. The CoppeliaSim is one of the open-source robotics software
platforms that can simulate any robots with little effort. The CoppeliaSim and C# may build a better
framework that is robust, failsafe, easy to use, and easy to debug.
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